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Abstract: River relocation is the diversion of a river into an entirely new channel for part of their
length (often called river diversions). Relocations have been common through history and have been
carried out for a wide range of purposes, but most commonly to construct infrastructure and for
mining. However, they have not been considered as a specific category of anthropogenic channel
change. Relocated channels present a consistent set of physical and ecological challenges, often related
to accelerated erosion and deposition. We present a new classification of river relocation, and present
a series of case studies that highlight some of the key issues with river relocation construction and
performance. Primary changes to the channel dimensions and materials, alongside changes to flow
velocity or channel capacity, can lead to a consistent set of problems, and lead to further secondary
and tertiary issues, such as heightened erosion or deposition, hanging tributaries, vegetation loss,
water quality issues, and associated ecological impacts. Occasionally, relocated channels can suffer
engineering failure, such as overtopping or complete channel collapse during floods. Older river
relocation channels were constructed to minimise cost and carry large floods, and were straight and
trapezoidal. In some countries, modern relocated channels represent an exciting new challenge in that
they are now designed to replicate natural rivers, the success of which depends on understanding
the characteristics, heterogeneity, and mechanisms at work within the natural channel. We discuss
shortcomings in current practice for river relocation and highlight areas for future research for
successful rehabilitation of relocated rivers.
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1. Introduction

The majority of the world’s rivers are now modified by humans [1–3], and many of those
modifications affect the form and character of the river channels themselves. These changes have been
well documented through research on: channelisation [4–6], dams [7–10], flow impoundment [11],
and levees [12]. However, there is a type of river channel modification that has not been well
documented, and this is the diversion of rivers into entirely new channels for part of their length.
The lack of research surrounding this type of river channel change is compounded by the lack of
formal description or classification of this type of channel modification.

The term ‘river diversion’ is commonly used to describe various engineered changes to channels
and is routinely used to describe diversions of water out of a channel, such as for irrigation or for
inter-basin transfers. For example, the Chinese recently completed the South North Water Transfer,
the world’s largest water diversion [13]. However, this paper is not concerned with this type of water
diversion, where a proportion of water is essentially decanted out of a waterway (thus, we do not
consider aqueduct systems, the many canal bypass channels that cross much of Europe [14,15], or the
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irrigation networks that are so common across the world’s lowlands). Instead, here we are concerned
with the physical relocation of a river channel to a new position. For this reason, we refer to these as
‘river relocations’. This channel change is distinct from diversion of the water, or channelization of the
river in position. Thus, our interests relate to engineering and geomorphology more than hydrology.
In addition, the relocation of a river has been described in many ways, including: watercourse
diversion [16], river realignment [17], channelization [18], water diversion [19], river deviation [20],
and river flow control works [21], which are frequently used interchangeably. In our definition of
river relocation, river flow is redirected into a new, purpose-built channel, and returned either to the
original channel downstream, a new channel, such as a neighbouring watercourse, or a river mouth in
the downstream position. In this definition of river relocation, the water within the channel is typically
neither used in any consumptive sense, nor stored with the intention of being used or treated [22,23].

Fundamentally, a relocated channel replaces a natural section of a river with a short section of
artificial (man-made) channel. The artificial channel is usually different from the natural channel in
several ways: it is often shorter and steeper, has different bed and bank material, has no floodplain,
and cuts across tributaries. These differences then lead to secondary effects including erosion, flooding,
and barriers to fish passage. Thus, relocated channels are not just engineering problems, as they affect
every aspect of river geomorphology and ecology.

Many river reaches across the world have been relocated (see Figure 1 for a small selection), but
there is little research into the impacts of their relocation, their construction, or subsequent performance.
To some extent this is because rivers are often relocated in places where they receive little scrutiny,
such as for mining. This paper (a) classifies different types of river relocations, (b) presents case studies
to illustrate key engineering, construction, and performance issues that arise from river relocation,
(c) reviews the key consequences and challenges of relocating a natural stream, and (d) suggests
guidelines for their design and subsequent rehabilitation.
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2. Purposes of River Relocation

Ancient civilisations, such as the Egyptians and Mesopotamians, modified watercourses for
consumptive purposes from the Neolithic period [24]. However, the earliest true river relocation
that we have found is the ninth century diversion of the Opak River for the construction of the Loro
Jonggrang temple within the Prambanan Temple compound in Indonesia [25]. There were almost
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certainly earlier channel relocations than this. Modern river relocation is carried out for a wide variety
of purposes, and following are some examples.

1. Temporary river relocation for construction, such as temporary river relocation channels for
dams [26], in which the river channel is temporarily diverted (Figure 2a), and the original channel
is dried out to facilitate the construction of the dam or other structure across the river. Rivers can
be temporarily diverted to clean up contaminants (e.g., relocation of the Coeur d'Alene River in
Idaho for the clean-up of contaminated tailings (Figure 2b)).

2. Permanent relocation channels to make way for infrastructure. Examples are highway
construction (such as the diversion of the Wraysbury River for construction of the M25 in the
UK [27]) and airport runway expansion [28] or golf courses [29].

3. A particular class of infrastructure relocation is around open-cut mining operations (Figure 2c),
in which rivers are relocated to gain access to mineral reserves or materials stored in
paleochannels, and to minimise flood risk to adjacent infrastructure [30].

4. Rivers are relocated in association with artisanal mining practices (small-scale open-cast
mining) [31,32] either to gain access to valuable deposits within the river bed, or to obtain
a supply of water.

5. River relocation is carried out for flood control (e.g., Kaituna River, NZ [33]) to alter the location
of the river channel to minimise damage from flooding.

6. Rivers are relocated for land reclamation, such as marsh [34] and wetland restoration [35], by
reintroducing freshwater and sediments to enhance vertical accretion to degraded habitats.
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Figure 2. Examples of river relocation channels. (a) River relocation for the construction of the Shasta
Dam on the Sacramento River (1943) (Photo: California State University); (b) the temporary relocation
of the Coeur d’Alene River, Idaho, to allow the clean-up of contaminated tailings; (c) permanent river
diversion of the Goulburn River for coal mining in NSW, Australia (Photo: Cathy Toby).
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3. River Relocation Classification

Relocated channels can either be temporary or permanent [36], with a varying effort to replicate
the original river’s natural condition. The new channel can be cut across a floodplain, blasted through
bedrock, or in some cases, constructed as an embankment. Broadly, relocated river channels can be
lined or unlined (Figure 3, Table 1).
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Table 1. Examples of river relocation channels.

River Relocation Purpose Classification Year Constructed

Porcupine Creek, Alaska, USA Alluvial mining Temporary, Lined Channel 1907–1918 [37]
Coeur d’ Alene, Idaho, USA River restoration Temporary, Lined Channel 2005 to present [38]

Shasta Dam, California Dam construction Temporary, Bedrock 1938–1940 [39]
River Nith, Scotland Coal mining Permanent, Alluvial 2000–2004 [40]

Sugar Brook, England Airport construction Permanent Alluvial 1998–1999 [41]
Twin Rivers, England Airport construction Permanent, Lined 2002–2004 [42]

Wraysbury River, England Motorway construction Permanent, Lined 1986 [43]
Lower Lusatia, Germany Coal mining Permanent, Lined 1975–1976 [44]
Kihansi River, Tanzania Dam construction Permanent, Lined 1999 [45]

Steenkoolspruit River, South Africa Coal mining Permanent, Lined 1992 [20]
Opak River, Indonesia Temple construction Permanent, Lined Ninth century [25]

Caves Creek, WA, Australia Iron ore (open-pit) mining Permanent, Alluvial 2014 [46]
MacArthur River, Australia Lead and zinc mining Permanent, Alluvial 2008 [47]

Bowen Basin, Australia Coal mining Permanent, Alluvial/Bedrock 1970–2012 [48]
Goulburn River, Australia Coal mining Permanent, Bedrock 1981 [49]

Morwell River, Australia Coal mining Permanent, Lined Multiple modifications made
from 1977–2012 [50]

Thomson River, Australia Alluvial mining Permanent, Bedrock 1911–1912 [51]

Kaituna River, New Zealand Flood prevention Permanent, Alluvial Modifications made in 1926,
1956, and 1995 [52]

Unlined channels use the underlying natural materials to create the new channel (such as relocated
channels located within a floodplain or through bedrock). These materials can vary among bedrock,
alluvial sediments, or a combination of these materials, occasionally reinforced by hard engineering
in places along the channel. Lined channels are constructed using artificial materials, such as timber,
synthetic geotextiles, covered pipes (concrete inverted siphons), or hard engineering, such as concrete
or rip-rap along the channel. In some cases, a new channel is engineered on an embankment that
sits higher than the surrounding landscape (for example, through a mining pit) and can also be
accompanied by a series of drop structures to maintain the energy and velocity of the river flow within
the relocated channel.

This paper concentrates on the issues surrounding permanent river relocation channels
(highlighted in blue in Figure 3), as this type of relocation usually presents the most management
challenges. Note that artificially cutting off river meanders is a form of relocation, but these short
relocations are only considered here where they are cut through bedrock. Note also that the definition
of full flow river relocation can be complicated, depending on how much of the flood flows are diverted
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by the constructed channel. Some just divert up to the bankfull flow and allow the flood flows to
continue to pass down the old channel/floodplain section.

We now describe examples of lined, bedrock and alluvial river relocations (with examples of each)
from the above classification, and the problems associated with each type. From these examples, and
other sources, we summarise the key management challenges associated with these diversion channels.
We begin with fully artificial relocated channels (i.e., lined channels) and move to river relocation
channels cut in natural rock or sediments.

4. Case Studies of River Relocation

4.1. Lined Channel Relocation

Lined channel relocation has been carried out from as early as the 1800s as a consequence of
mining. Early watercourse modification was typically for the consumptive use of water through
race construction and sluicing [53]. However, many river channels were also relocated to gain
access to alluvial materials underneath the channel, such as alluvial gold deposits. The majority
of early river relocation efforts were local, small-scale, and predominantly unrecorded [54]; they were
comparable to modern artisanal and small-scale open-cast mining river relocations. Larger river
relocation channels were constructed using large timber flumes (Figure 4), whereas smaller river
relocations were dug as ditches into the surrounding landscape. Historic river relocation flumes lacked
geomorphic characteristics of the natural channel; they were fully artificial and were prone to failure
during large floods.
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Figure 4. River relocation flume (circa 1907–1918) in the Porcupine Mining District, Alaska. (a) The
flume was 2.4 km long, up to 2.4 m deep, and 7–12 m wide; (b) early flumes were prone to failure
during floods (Source: Sheldon Museum).
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4.2. Case Study: Morwell River Relocation, Victoria, AUS

A particularly challenging type of relocation is where the diverted channel is carried in an elevated
flume or channel. A good example of this type of relocation is the Morwell River relocation (MRR) in
eastern Victoria, Australia, constructed to access coal reserves at the Yallourn coalmine, Australia’s
largest open-cut coal mine [55]. The MRR is a 3.5 km channel carried in an elevated embankment
that relocated the river through the middle of the open-cut mine pit to connect with the Latrobe River
downstream [56] (Figure 5). The embankment was constructed using engineering fill from 13 million
cubic meters of overburden that was stripped from the mine itself [56]. The Morwell river has been
previously relocated for coal mining at the Hazlewood coal mine, and its present course is the result of
multiple relocation attempts.
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Hazlewood coal mine, where additional river relocation has previously taken place.

The design of the river relocation channel included an artificially meandering channel and a
floodplain, with a width that varied between 40 m and 60 m, compared with the 1000 m width of
the original natural floodplain [57]. The embankment collapsed during a large flood on 6 June 2012,
diverting the Morwell river into the adjacent Yallourn open-cut mine pit (Figure 6). The downstream
Latrobe River reversed direction and flowed up the diversion and into the mine pit. The flooding
stopped coal production in the state’s major coal mine and threatened power supplies. The mine had
considerable trouble disposing of the millions of litres of polluted water that entered the mine [58,59].
The flooding reduced production from the state’s major coal mine to 25% capacity for 4 weeks [60],
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and the total cost to repair the MRR was between 109 and 150 million AUD [60,61]. Despite its
meandering morphology, the diverted channel developed no natural channel characteristics before its
eventual failure.
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4.3. Bedrock Relocation Tunnels

The simplest river relocation channels are found when a new channel has been blasted through
bedrock, commonly as a tunnel through horseshoe bends within sections of river. Thirteen such
channel relocation tunnels were constructed for historical gold mining purposes in Victoria, Australia
(Figure 7) [62]. The purpose was to dry out the meander bend to allow easy access for alluvial mining.
These relocation channels were typically short and utilised the natural features of the watercourse
to minimise the cost or distance of the relocated channel. The introduction of dynamite in 1867 [63]
allowed for more substantial channels to be constructed. These tunnels disrupt sediment supply
through the reach (sediment tends to build-up upstream of the relocation). They also act as barriers to
fish passage. In this case, the nationally threatened Australian grayling cannot traverse the high flow
velocities in the steep bedrock channel [64].
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Figure 7. (a) Thomson River relocation, also known as Horseshoe Bend [62] (Source: Victorian Heritage
Database); (b) diagram of residual reach and relocation tunnel (Source: West Gippsland CMA, 2010).

One of the most common types of river relocation are open channels cut through bedrock. This
type of relocation is most common in open-cut mining operations. This type of mining usually takes
place higher in the catchment, where floodplains are narrower, and any channel has to be cut into the
bedrock valley walls. The purpose is, firstly, to divert tributaries around the mine to avoid flooding,
and secondly, to divert the river away from areas that can be mined. The Goulburn River diversion in
New South Wales (Australia) is an example of a bedrock river relocation constructed in 1981 to relocate
4 km of the Goulburn river around a coal mine (Figure 2c). The relocated channel is cut 10–20 m deep
into a deeply weathered saprolite [65]. The central reaches of the channel relocation were constructed
to have a box-like canyon form with benches constructed on the channel banks [66].

The relocated bedrock channel is a simple rectangular channel with vertical walls. Compared to
the natural reaches upstream, the relocated channel is steeper and hydraulically smooth, with high
stream power. As a result, the channel experiences high erosion rates with dispersive subsoils exposed
throughout the channel [67]. The new channel also has simple morphology, with a flat floor, and an
unnaturally dense covering of reeds [66]. Also, the bedrock channel cuts across tributaries, producing
‘hanging’ tributaries at each junction. These hanging tributaries become waterfalls during storms and
can form gullies. They also completely disrupt up-and-downstream migration of fish, and any form of
riverine connectivity between the river and the tributaries. Current rehabilitation strategies are being
implemented to improve the stability and design of this relocated channel [68].

Bedrock Diversions for Coal Mining in the Bowen Basin, Queensland, Australia

Since the 1970s, over 60 full bedrock river relocation channels have been constructed in the Bowen
Basin, Queensland (Figure 8), a major coal mining region [69]. Dynamic meandering channels were
replaced with relocated channels that were straight and of trapezoidal form to reduce construction
costs and maximise the discharge capacity of the river channel [69]. Designs from the 1980s onwards
incorporated drop structures to compensate for reduced channel lengths and the accompanying
increase in bed slope [69,70].
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The Australian Coal Industry Research Program (ACARP) reviewed the performance of river
relocations [69,70]. Some relocated channels experienced high erosion rates due to inadequate design
widths, increased bed slopes from shortened channel lengths, and increased velocities exacerbated
by an absence of vegetation, but conversely, a smaller number experienced high sedimentation [69].
Some were at risk of eroding into adjacent open-cut pits or associated mining infrastructure. The poor
performance of the relocated channels (Figure 9) led to a temporary moratorium on the approval of
river relocation construction by the Queensland government [71] which lasted for 5 years.

Overall, five key factors were identified that consistently limited the performance of the Bowen
Basin relocated channels. These factors were sediment supply and transport, vegetation condition, the
occurrence of major flood events in the early years of diversion establishment, overland flow drainage,
and the transition between the relocated channel and the natural watercourse [72]. Improved design
standards have dramatically improved the performance of Bowen Basin relocations, and these are
discussed in Section 6.2 below.
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Figure 9. Changes in the design of relocated channels over time in the Bowen Basin, Queensland:
(a) 1970s river relocation with a trapezoidal design and exposed banks; (b) 1990s river relocation with
limited vegetation establishment, increased channel dimensions, and rill erosion on batter banks;
(c) 2000s river relocation with a more natural bank batter and more natural morphology in the
bed [69,70].

4.4. Alluvial River Relocation Channels

Alluvial river relocations are carried out using natural channel materials, such as in situ alluvial
sediments, and they cut across a floodplain rather than into bedrock. In some instances, they can be
sculpted to maintain similar channel dimensions and bed grade to the natural channel. Other alluvial
river relocation channels also incorporate the floodplain into the channel design.

4.4.1. Case Study: Twin Rivers Relocation, Heathrow Terminal 5, UK

Rivers are frequently relocated for construction purposes, either as a temporary measure while
building bridges or dams, or permanent diversions for development. There are many examples of
airport river relocations, including the River Mole diversion for Gatwick Airport, UK [73], Sugar Brook
relocation for Manchester Airport, UK [28], the Twin Rivers relocation for the expansion of Heathrow
Terminal 5 [74], and the planned relocation of the Ulwe and Gadhi rivers for the construction of Navi
Mumbai airport, India [75].

Many airports are located in areas with limited available land for expansion, resulting in increased
pressure to utilise river corridors for continued airport growth, with the economic return of expansion
outweighing the cost of river relocation. There are specific management issues for the relocation of
rivers for airport construction. As part of the construction process, valleys are backfilled to bring
ground levels up to required elevations for runway construction [23]. In addition, contaminants, such
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as jet fuel and de-icer, can flow into the river system, presenting a significant source of pollution. Birds
present an additional challenge, as open bodies of water such as rivers attract avian communities but
represent a hazard to aircraft safety.

The expansion of Terminal 5 at Heathrow airport in the UK required two rivers to be relocated.
The Duke of Northumberland’s River and the Longford River (known collectively as the Twin Rivers)
flowed through the middle of the Terminal 5 project site. Both rivers have a long history, and
were originally man-made, constructed to supply royal estates located on the banks of the River
Thames [74,76].

To facilitate expansion, the Twin Rivers were relocated around the western perimeter of the airport.
The relocated channels were designed to ensure they had the capacity to convey peak flows of 3 m3/s
and 1.5 m3/s for the Duke of Northumberland and the Longford, respectively [74]. River relocation
developments need to comply with local and national policies, where present. In this instance, the
Twin Rivers relocation needed to comply with the EU Floods Directive (Directive 2007/60/EC) and the
Flood and Water Management Act (2010), which relay the overarching message that all development
must consider and mitigate flood risk, ensuring that this risk is not increased because of river relocation
construction [77].

The new channel design saw an increase of open channel, with 95% of the relocation channel
occurring in an open channel, compared to 50% in the previous diversion design [78]. This ‘daylighting’
of the channel aimed to enhance the environment, with the inclusion of habitat features designed
to provide a minimum of environmental equivalence compared to pre-diversion standards [74].
Habitat features included modifications for fish passage, the addition of in-channel wood, 8000 m2 of
pre-planted vegetation, and the provision of alternating berms with rock-filled gabions and logs [74].
A bird exclusion net was also added throughout the entire length of the Twin Rivers channel (Figure 10).
A 0.3 mm diameter, lightweight polypropylene netting with a mesh size of 75 mm was selected, as it
excludes all hazardous birds but allows exit and entry for a range of invertebrates, such as the emperor
dragonfly [74].
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bird exclusion netting across channel (Source: HAHL Airports Limited).

4.4.2. Case Study: Kaituna River Relocation, New Zealand

The Kaituna River is an example of a laterally active river located on the Bay of Plenty,
New Zealand. This case study illustrates the cumulative impacts that can arise from river relocation.
The Kaituna River is a 50 km long [79] modified river that has been relocated on several occasions.
The original course of the river passed through the Papahikahawai Channel into the Ōngātoro/Maketū
Estuary. In 1907, during a flood, the Kaituna River broke from its original course due to an avulsion
through a sandspit at Te Tumu [80], stopping flow to an adjacent coastal estuary.

Between 1926 and 1928 [81], two parallel chutes were cut to relocate water back into the estuary,
becoming known as Ford’s Cut (Figure 11a). Ford’s Cut enabled the river to return to the estuary,
however, during the same period, natural channel migration caused the river’s flow to migrate
eastward, returning to the estuary via the Papahikahawai Channel [81].
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(Source: The Ford Collection).

Additional serious flooding occurred again in 1949 and 1951 [80], which resulted in a management
response to construct a new mouth for the Kaituna River. The new mouth of the river was
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commissioned in 1956 and was named the Te Tumu Cut (Figure 11b). The objective of this river
relocation was to reduce the frequency and severity of flooding on the Te Puke lowlands, former
wetlands that are now surrounding agricultural land [79,82]. The Te Tumu relocation channel could
reinforce the natural ‘second mouth’ that occurs during flood events [82].

The previously engineered Ford’s Cut and the Papahikahawai Channel were blocked with a
causeway at their upstream ends to maintain full river flow throughout the Te Tumu cut and to
potentially reclaim the Maketū Estuary [81]. However, a secondary response to the blocking of Ford’s
Cut and the Papahikahawai Channel was the reduction of flow through the old river estuary. The
flow reduction caused tertiary issues, such as an increase in salinity which destroyed wetland and
reduced the estuary’s ability to flush out sand and mud [82]. The Te Tumu river relocation contributed
to sediment infilling and general ecological decline of the estuary [79] and has been described as a
venture carried out for the benefit of the farming community at the expense of another community:
estuary users [80].

Since the Te Tumu relocation, there have been attempts to restore flow to the estuary and growing
support for another channel relocation to combat increased sedimentation and the closing of the
estuary mouth [83]. In 1995, the construction of four culverts was undertaken at Ford’s Cut [81]
to resupply water back to the Maketū estuary via flapgates following years of concern about the
closure of all previous river paths. Domijan [84] estimated that this flow restoration resulted in an
additional volume of 100,000 m3 of water entering the estuary per tidal cycle. The addition of water
into the estuary was hoped to reduce sediment infilling and restore some of the declining habitat
and restore fish stocks or “kaimoana” [85]. The addition of water did assist in reducing the salinity
in the upper estuary but there has been no measurable reduction in sedimentation rates [28], with
continued poor overall hydrodynamic and ecological improvement [83]. There are plans to construct
an additional relocation channel through to the Maketū Estuary to create new wetlands and maximise
both community and ecological benefits [85].

5. Implications and Challenges of River Relocation

Lined, bedrock, and alluvial channel relocations have been introduced, with case studies providing
examples of each of these types. Each case study highlights some of the challenges surrounding the
design, construction, and performance of river relocation channels. In the past, relocated channels were
considered successful if they passed all flood flows, did not erode excessively, and did not degrade
the river reaches up and downstream. Since the 1990s, higher standards have been demanded of the
relocated channels, and they are now expected to maintain biological and aesthetic values in both the
channel and adjacent reaches up-and-downstream. In general, relocation channel construction can
cause a series of primary changes (defined here as physical changes around the diverted channel),
which can then lead to the generation of secondary issues (defined here as physical and biological
connectivity issues caused by the primary changes), and then tertiary issues (defined as linked,
but perhaps surprising, consequences on biology and human communities caused by secondary
issues) (Table 2). The issues arising from channel relocation can be broadly characterised as either
fundamental engineering problems, or issues relating to the ability of the relocated channel to behave
in a comparable way to a natural channel. As such, the performance of river relocation channels can be
considered through the lens of successful engineering, but also in relation to the natural characteristics
of the channel that they replaced.

Table 2. Key issues reported with river relocation.

Key Issue Type Example

Primary

Change in channel dimensions based on new
channel design. Physical Morwell River, AU [57]

Changes in flow velocity. Physical Bowen Basin, QLD [69,86]
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Table 2. Cont.

Key Issue Type Example

Reduced capacity to carry flows. Physical Bowen Basin, QLD [70]

Increased erosion: both bed and bank erosion
(prompting headcut migration up the upstream
channel, and sedimentation in the downstream
channel).

Physical Bowen Basin, QLD [69]

Unstable banks; rill erosion, piping on banks. Physical Bowen Basin, QLD [69]

Diversion of accumulated flow into a new
tributary. Physical Rainy River Mine Diversion, Canada

[87]

Relocation channel collapse. Physical Morwell River, AU [59]

Secondary

Reduced sediment supply to the new channel
and downstream reach. Physical Bowen Basin, QLD [46]

Increased deposition, sedimentation in the
relocated channel. Physical Te Tumu river diversion, Kaituna, NZ

[76,79]

Increased backwater effect upstream of the
artificial channel requiring armoured grade
control.

Physical Caves Creek Relocation, WA [46]

Erosion in hanging tributary junctions. Physical Goulburn River Relocation, NSW [65]

Lowering of water tables. Physical/Chemical Mining river relocation (Lower Lusatian
Mining Area) [88]

Loss of vegetation in channel and on banks. Biological/Physical Bowen Basin, QLD [69,70].

Lining of channel as a barrier to hyporheic
exchange. Physical/Biological/Chemical River Nith, Scotland—Blocking of river

flow and permeable ground [40]

Tertiary

Disruption to biological connections (including
fish passage). Biological

Increased velocity in the diversion,
inclusion of culverts, weirs, and
hanging tributaries [36]

Water Quality Changes/Contamination. Chemical/Biological
Chemical pollution from runway
detergent and de-icer; River Mole,
Gatwick Airport, UK [89]

Noise and dust pollution. Physical/Chemical/Biological During the construction of relocation
channel [36]

Loss of biodiversity (flora and fauna). Biological
Decline in avifauna assemblages in the
Kihansi river relocation [90] and bird
habitat loss—Twin Rivers relocation [74]

Disruption to river continuity and navigation. Physical Increase of artificial engineering
structures [36]

Infrastructure damage due to a leaking lined
channel. Physical Steenkoolspruit River relocation,

Witbank Coalfield, South Africa [20]

5.1. Fundamental Engineering Performance

Some of the fundamental engineering issues surrounding river relocation involve changes to
the dimensions or gradient of the channel, materials, built-in engineered structures such as culverts,
and the lining and length of the channel. From an engineering perspective, when a channel is relocated,
the fundamental concerns are the ability of the channel to convey flood flow, and the overall structural
stability of the channel. Failure of the relocated channel from an engineering perspective consequently
means the structural collapse of channel elements, such as culvert failure, embankment breaching,
or the overtopping of the structure during flood flow events.

River Relocation Channel Dimensions

Channel conveyance, alongside the sizing of hard engineering materials and culverts, is ultimately
determined by the discharge of the river. Most modern relocation channels continue to be trapezoidal
in design, developed from size and stability criteria derived from European or North American
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rivers. These designs focus on the relocation channel being robust and capable of conveying a certain
flow efficiently.

Relocated channels are often designed to convey the 100-year average recurrence interval (ARI)
flood without overtopping [36]. For river relocation channels designed for mining, a more conservative
estimate of rainfall and discharge is typically used to avoid water entering the mining pit. River
relocation channels constructed in and around mine sites are designed to withstand a flood with a
100-year average return interval, or even an event once every 1000 or 10,000 years [91]. Conservative
design flood standards can lead to artificial channels that are constructed with enlarged flood protection
bunds, and channel dimensions that exceed the size of the original channel. Engineering failure within
river relocation channels often occurs when the artificial channel is poorly sized, or with materials that
do not withstand large floods.

All river relocation channels present an artificial discontinuity between natural sections of a river.
This artificial channel seldom has the identical physical characteristics of the adjoining upstream and
downstream reaches [64]. River relocation channels tend to be straighter and shorter than the original
channel, with a higher bed slope and different channel dimensions (width and depth). River relocation
is often expensive, particularly when cutting through bedrock or reinforcing the channel with artificial
structures. Because of this, engineers will often attempt to minimise the length and cross-sectional size
of the relocated channel, resulting in a new channel that is often substantially shorter and smaller than
the original.

Even if the channel dimensions and boundary materials are the same (which might be the case
with an alluvial river relocation), the channel will usually be straighter, steeper, or feature a reduced
floodplain width [57], prompting heightened erosion within the channel. These issues can be further
intensified through the feedback loops of secondary and tertiary problems [76,79]; in other words, a
change in channel dimensions can cause increased erosion and unstable banks. These unstable banks
can fail, prompting vegetation loss, lower channel roughness, and further channel erosion.

Increased erosion within the channel can lead to amplified incision of adjoining tributaries
alongside erosive tributary junctions (where the artificial channel re-joins the natural channel). This
can cause sustained secondary issues, such as knickpoint migration from hanging tributaries [65],
and increased sediment supply to the main channel. These changes produce tertiary issues, such as
disruption of fish passage [36]; loss of habitat [74], species diversity, or assemblages [90]; and reduced
water quality [85]. Secondary and tertiary issues can impact adjoining reaches, propagating the impacts
of channel relocation both upstream and downstream. In the past, diversion channels were expected
to remain as simple engineered channels that carried major floods. Vegetation would typically be
removed from the channels to maintain conveyance. More recently, channels have been designed to
gradually develop more natural morphology and vegetation, and to have more natural rates of erosion.
We now turn to this issue of designing more natural channels.

5.2. Replicating Natural Channels

Government agencies and regulators now demand higher standards of river relocations. This is
evident in several of the case studies presented above. Not only must the diversion not harm the
river environment up-and-downstream, but the river relocation itself must eventually behave and
function like a natural river channel. There is typically a conflict between establishing these natural
values in diversions, and the functionality or engineering stability of the river relocation channel [91].
For example, smooth uniform channel beds do not encourage species diversity within the channel [92]
yet provide the most efficient flow conveyance.

6. Improving River Relocation Designs

The poor performance of river relocation channels has prompted greater awareness of new
channel designs to fulfil both engineering and channel replication requirements. Here, we present
examples of recent best management practice approaches to relocation design.
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6.1. Case Study: Sugar Brook Relocation, Manchester Airport, UK

The Sugar Brook Valley relocation is an example of an alluvial river relocation that considered the
geomorphology and characteristics of a natural river. The Sugar Brook relocation is located next to
Manchester Airport, UK. The construction of Manchester airport required the relocation of the Bollin
River to facilitate the widening of the first runway [93]. The Bollin River relocation was 780 m long
and passed underneath a 25 m embankment. The Sugar Brook relocation is one of two smaller rivers
that were relocated to construct a second runway at the airport.

The river relocation was designed to ensure that the majority of the channel is open with a
comparable gradient to the original watercourse. A consistent and similar channel gradient is favoured
to avoid increased erosion and heightened flow rates within the channel. An appropriate gradient is
also essential for maintaining sediment continuity within the channel and maintaining the appropriate
stream energy.

The original design of the relocated channel was problematic. Initially, the Sugar Brook relocation
required a significant excavation depth to construct the required channel bed level with the resulting
excavation (Figure 12a) producing a narrow deep canyon. This design was considered to be
geomorphically unreliable due to clay soils and likely undercutting of the toe of slopes, which could
accelerate the collapse of high banks [28].
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Figure 12. Sugar Brook relocation at Manchester Airport. (a) Initial river diversion design; (b) newly
constructed valley (in September 1999); (c) river relocation 2 years after construction (November
2001) [28].

To improve the stability and long-term recovery of the relocated river channel, a new design was
used which considered the larger surrounding landscape in which the river is situated. A new river
valley and floodplain was sculpted into an acceptable form (Figure 12b), and then a small meandering
river channel was constructed within the new valley floor [28]. The Sugar Brook relocation acts as a
larger valley-wide river diversion which looked more natural and stable, facilitating overall positive
rehabilitation of the channel (Figure 12c).

6.2. Improved Design Using Geomorphic Criteria: Example of the Bowen Basin Mining Relocations

Mining river relocation channels have received increased scrutiny owing to high-profile cases of
failure and poor performance. Contemporary mining is now heavily regulated, but despite rigorous
engineering practices, the performance of river relocation channels is a concern to mine regulators. In
general, there is a risk of failure during mine operations, and secondly there is the long-term stability
and subsequent rehabilitation of the river channel to consider. Mining river relocation channels face
increasing scrutiny to fulfil long-term environmental objectives. In particular, mining river relocation
presents a noteworthy case study, as there is an emerging conflict between establishing natural values
within relocated channels, and the functionality or engineering stability of relocation. The risks
associated with mining and river relocation have prompted a series of case studies examining the
improved design of river relocation channels.

ACARP Geomorphic Criteria

Mining impacts on both the quality and quantity of water are a highly contentious aspect of most
mining projects [22,94]. The performance of river relocation channels was studied by a series of ACARP
initiatives within the Bowen Basin, Queensland (Figure 8). The result of these investigations was the
establishment of specific hydraulic and geomorphic design criteria for these regional watercourses.

Hardie and Lucas [86] assessed 35 natural reaches of streams that had not been altered within
the region and identified significant relationships between the hydraulic parameters in three variable
stream types (incised, limited capacity, and bedrock controlled). These distinct stream parameters
could then be used in the design of new relocated channels, and the rehabilitation of existing channels
that were poorly performing or degraded [86]. These hydraulic parameters act as guidelines and
establish the ideal range of conditions within each stream type within the region (Table 3).
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Table 3. Characteristic values for stream sample reaches [86].

Stream Type Stream Power (W/m2) Velocity (m3/s) Shear Stress (N/m2)

2-Year
ARI

50-Year
ARI

2-Year
ARI

50-Year
ARI

2-Year
ARI

50-Year
ARI

Incised 20–60 50–150 1.0–1.5 1.5–2.5 <40 <100
Limited capacity <60 <100 0.5–1.1 0.9–1.5 <40 <50

Bedrock Controlled 50–100 100–350 1.3–1.8 2.0–3.0 <55 <120

The hydraulic parameters in the guideline were refined in an additional study that evaluated the
performance of 60 relocated channels, where 17 had been constructed following the guidelines. The 17
artificial channels constructed using the guidelines were found to be in better overall condition than the
rest of the relocated channels [48]. An outcome of these ACARP projects was the production of a series
of updated stream parameter guidelines (Table 4) that provide a design approach for relocated alluvial
and bedrock channels. Additional elements were also considered, including the level of sediment
supply to the relocation channel, and channel and planform variability [70,72]. This integrated design
increased the likelihood of successful vegetation establishment.

Table 4. Revised criteria for river relocation designs [70,72].

Stream Type Sediment Transport Status Stream Power (W/m2)

2-Year ARI 50-Year ARI

Alluvial
Supply Limited (Low sediment supply) 15–35 50–100

Transport limited (High sediment supply) 35–60 80–150
Bedrock controlled channels n/a 50–100 100–350

In 2014, the Government of Queensland consolidated the earlier principles of design for river
relocated channels, based on the ACARP recommendations, to produce a series of design objectives
(Table 5). These objectives indicate that relocated channels should be self-sustaining, include
geomorphic and vegetation features similar to the regional watercourses, positively contribute to river
health values, and impose no long-term liability on the state, the proponent, or the community [16].

Table 5. Government of Queensland Key Principles of design for river relocation channels [16].

1. Permanent watercourse diversion incorporates natural features (including geomorphic and vegetation)
present in landscapes and in local watercourses

2. The permanent watercourse diversion maintains the existing hydrologic characteristics of surface water and
groundwater systems

3. The hydraulic characteristics of the permanent watercourse diversion are comparable with other local
watercourses and suitable for the region in which the watercourse diversion is located.

4. The permanent watercourse diversion maintains sediment transport and water quality regimes that allow
the watercourse diversion to be self-sustaining, while minimizing any impacts on upstream and downstream
reaches

5. The permanent watercourse diversion and associated structures maintain equilibrium and functionality and
are appropriate for all substrate conditions they encounter.

7. Long-Term River Relocation Rehabilitation

The previous sections introduced the conflict of establishing natural values within river relocation
channels whilst also ensuring engineering functionality and stability. River relocation channels
can be criticised for their lack of long-term stability and lack of ecological and environmental
attributes in comparison to the original channel. More recently, the importance of identifying river
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behaviour [95] and geomorphic processes [96] has been highlighted as a necessity for long-term
stability of constructed channels.

The overall long-term objective of river relocation channels varies depending on the river’s
location, and previous modifications. There are many river relocation channels (such as the Twin
Rivers at Heathrow, UK) that have had a long history of modification and are channelised or are
constructed on restricted floodplains, so that it is challenging for them to possess all the attributes
of a natural river system. Many of the constructed channels have substantially altered boundary
conditions, and it may not be appropriate or feasible to rehabilitate the river to its pre-disturbance
condition. Instead, it might be more relevant to strive to maximise the beneficial features of the river
in its new setting if irreversible of systematic change has occurred [97]. This section focuses on river
relocation for mining and the objective of long-term river rehabilitation.

Many environmental impact assessments (or equivalent thereof) now require evidence of
long-term river relocation objectives. Rivers relocated for mining purposes are subject to long-term
rehabilitation objectives, including a rehabilitation plan for the site to include channel stability
and positive environmental outcomes. In Australia, mining river relocation licenses can only be
relinquished (that is, returned to the responsibility of the government) once they have proven that
the relocation has met the outcome-based conditions stipulated in the mining license [98]. However,
difficulty arises, as river relocation channels have both a temporary and permanent role throughout
the mine life-cycle. They represent a key element of engineered infrastructure to ensure both the
functionality of the mine during its operation and its subsequent rehabilitation after mining has ceased.
Stable river relocation designs are important throughout all stages of the mine-cycle and as such pose
enormous challenges for water resource managers [82], not least of which is the danger that, at some
time over centuries or millennia, the relocated channel could permanently divert into the mining pit.

Post-mining, most river relocation channels are left in their new position, a few are redirected
back to their original course [99,100], or in some instances, the river channel is engineered into a pit
lake as riverine through-flow to maintain or improve pit lake water quality [101,102]. Rehabilitation
programmes are typically designed to ensure safety and minimise potential negative impacts of the
closed mine [103]. Robust and stable engineered designs are crucial for flood conveyance during
mine operation, with the ecological and geomorphic components of the river course developing more
importance for the implementation of rehabilitation programmes.

Consideration of relocated river channel rehabilitation often begins in the design phase.
Permanent river relocation channels present a new challenge in that they are designed for the long
term, with channels now constructed with an attempt to replicate the natural channel they replace.
This is typically carried out using a design criteria approach (e.g., ACARP geomorphic and hydraulic
criteria) where available or a reference reach approach. The design criteria approach will use specific
hydraulic and hydrologic targets to create a design standard designed to create the required hydraulic
conditions within the channel to enable vegetation recovery and the establishment of geomorphic
forms. The reference reach approach will use natural channels to establish closure criteria [104].
Blanchette et al. [104] suggest that reference sites should lie within a river’s normal variability and are
both sustained and tracked over time. Both approaches advance the historic form of river relocation
channels, which have tended to be trapezoidal and lacking geomorphic complexity.

8. Future Research

Many shortcomings in the current practice for river relocations have been highlighted in
high-profile failures, such as the Morwell River collapse in Victoria, Australia, or in poor attainment of
rehabilitation objectives. White et al. [70,72] highlight the need to revise most current river relocation
designs to reduce subsequent impacts to adjacent waterways.

The regional characteristics of natural rivers should be considered during the design of new
relocated channels [102]. This is particularly true in the rivers demonstrating behaviour that do not fit
the planform or criteria found in European and North American rivers. Greater distinction between
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perennial and ephemeral watercourses is needed to fully understand the mechanisms that control
major channel adjustment, such as flash flooding [81,91]. This is particularly relevant where mining
operations are located in arid areas with unusual geomorphology and hydrology. The recovery of
vegetation in diverted channels should also be a specific area of research.

Globally, the majority of literature surrounding river relocation is derived from grey literature,
or environmental impact assessments, with minimal long-term assessment or evaluation of these
projects. Our ability to construct an artificial natural channel is a measure of our understanding of
natural channels, which can be limited by poor understanding of various river planforms, such as
the anabranching channel, or relocated channels constructed in settings that do not fit European or
North American perennial rivers. As such, river relocation channels can be considered as large-scale
geomorphic experiments. Within Australia, the ACARP guidelines provide criteria for river relocation
designs with explicit consideration of stream type and geomorphology, proving hydraulic reference
values for future relocation channel designs. However, these values are best suited to Queensland,
with other states and territories lacking equivalent criteria.

Concern about environmental values of river relocations are still emerging. Relocation channels
were previously constructed to transfer water from one area to another, with limited concern for the
river’s natural values. Now, river relocation channels are planned with a consideration of regional
planforms and characteristics of the natural channel, including the high interannual flow variability of
Australian rivers [105].

9. Conclusions

This paper introduces the characteristics and challenges of a poorly described class of human
impact on streams: river relocation channels. The term ‘river diversion’ has typically been ambiguous,
often used for several types of engineering approaches. We suggest that ‘river relocation’ more
accurately describes the permanent or temporary relocation of a river channel into a new course.
The new course can be lined or unlined, and cut into bedrock or alluvium. A river relocation channel
that does not correctly mimic natural channel characteristics can have a profound impact on the overall
performance and success of the river relocation.

Traditionally, relocated channels were designed to carry large floods, but at a minimum
construction cost. This means that river relocation channels were typically constructed as short,
narrow, and steep as possible. The common result is excessive erosion or sedimentation in the new
channel, and hanging tributaries. This has secondary consequences, including headward erosion
into the upstream reach, disruption to the sediment flow regime into the downstream reach, loss of
vegetation, poor water quality, loss of biodiversity, and in some cases, river channel collapse.

Rivers will continue to be relocated for infrastructure projects, flood protection, and mining
operations. From an engineering perspective, it is now increasingly important to be able to design
and build a permanent river relocation channel that, for the least cost, eventually has the morphology,
vegetation, and dynamics of up and downstream reaches of stream. Ideally, relocated river channels
should eventually be indistinguishable from the natural counterparts up and downstream. This will
only be possible where managers have good understanding of the geomorphology of the river
system, and the mechanisms that control major channel adjustment, such as flooding, vegetation,
and sediment supply. Overall, the presence of natural features and geomorphic stability will facilitate
the long-term recovery of the river relocation. Improved understanding of these natural features will
allow for the identification of a natural state and projected behaviour over time. Recent analyses
have identified thresholds of stream power for certain river types that have led to improved design.
Poor-performing relocated channels can be a major long-term liability to companies, and once
relinquished, to governments. Finally, we need to remember that river relocations will be there
for millennia and need to be designed accordingly.
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